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Adapting the Concrete-Representational-Abstract (CRA) Instructional Approach for Teaching
Division to a Language-Impaired Child with Autism: A Case Study
Abstract
This study takes an in-depth look at one student who is on the autism spectrum with severe
language delay and who received focused instruction in mathematics over a 5-month period for
52 sessions. Twenty-nine of these sessions included instruction around division. The strategies
and representations for division emerging during these 29 sessions were analyzed and mapped
onto the iceberg model (Dekker, 2007), thus providing a visual of the child’s development of
understanding. This study indicates that being attuned to student thinking and using the concrete
to abstract continuum as a frame to structure the learning sequence supported this child’s growth
in division of numbers under 100, beginning with the basic facts. Although the amount of time
required to reach this level of understanding was extensive, the learning process was parallel to
that of general education students.
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The rate of students identified as needing special services in US schools has increased by
30% in the past decade (National Education Association, 2011), now totaling about 6.5 million
children (US department of Education, 2010) of which 730,000 are identified as being on the
autism spectrum (Center for Disease Control, 2010). No Child Left Behind sets the expectation
that all students become proficient in language arts and mathematics, including students with
learning difficulties who are on Individual Education Plans (IEPs); however, this subgroup is
often blamed for schools not making Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP). These children face
obvious learning challenges, but could it be that the way we are teaching our students with special
needs is in part to blame for their limited progress?
Historically, the methodology of teaching mathematics across the country, and especially
within the special education community, has been that of traditional direct instruction. Using this
method, teachers essentially demonstrate or model how to solve math problems and then provide
opportunities for students to practice. Competence in mathematics is seen as being able to
compute and use procedures quickly and accurately to solve math problems (Woodward, 2006).
Researchers in mathematics education, however, would extend that definition by describing
mathematical proficiency as: (a) conceptual understanding, (b) procedural fluency, (c) strategic
competence, (d) adaptive reasoning, and (e) productive disposition (Kilpatrick, Swafford, &
Findell, 2001). “Excessive use of transmission models of instruction undervalue the natural
mathematical thinking children already use and communicate that in order to be mathematically
proficient, a child must merely duplicate the thinking of the teacher” (Bahr, manuscript in
progress). As a result, connecting students’ prior knowledge to real-world mathematics through
multiple representations and making explicit connections between them is considered to be most
effective for teaching mathematics to all children (Solution Tree, 2010).
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Lesh, Post, and Behr (1987) described five ways to represent mathematics: using
symbols, pictures, concrete models, real-world contexts, and written or spoken language (Lesh,
Post, and Behr, 1987). Schifter & Fosnot (1993) stated that “teaching must be grounded in how
students learn” (p. 193); therefore, being attuned to student thinking when helping to make
connections between representations is important. These five types of representations vary in
level of abstractness, and understanding how working within a level can either facilitate or hinder
learning is important. Teachers tend to work with children on an abstract level; however, research
has shown that when children are left alone to solve complex problems, they tend to act out the
problem with some kind of a tool (Carpenter 1999). In other words, they naturally gravitate to the
concrete as a way to have access to the problem.
The Freudenthal Institute for Teachers in the Netherlands has characterized on an iceberg
model three levels of abstractness: informal, pre-formal, and formal (Dekker, 2007). These levels
can essentially be coupled with Carpenter’s work, which concludes that when operating, students
move from more informal or concrete strategies, such as directly modeling, to more formal or
abstract ones such as using derived facts (Carpenter, 1999). Thus, the bottom of the iceberg
comprises of concrete experiences targeting conceptual understanding, whereas the tip represents
abstractness, utilizing symbolic notation. The center is focused on making connections between
the concrete and abstract.
Special educators may recognize the terminology of the concrete-representational-abstract
(CRA) instructional approach, typically attributed to Jerome Bruner, embedded in figure 1. The
idea is to support conceptual understanding before learning its abstract representation. Although
good in theory, the problem lies in that when the CRA instructional approach is implemented in a
lesson plan designed for special education students, it is typically teacher-led and does not
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recognize the role that student thinking plays. The teacher displays the representations and asks
closed questions, not supporting the child in making his or her own connections around and
between those representations.
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Figure 1. The iceberg model combining the ideas of Freudenthal Institute (2007) & Carpenter (1999) to show the
strategies children use in each level of abstractness.

In contrast, the movement toward the “tip of the iceberg” is supported by experiences that
attend to the developmental readiness of students. Posing appropriate tasks, making available a
variety of tools, encouraging students to communicate their understanding with their peers, and
asking open-ended questions allow students to have access to solving the problem and to attend to
the connections between representations.
This case study takes an in-depth look at one student who has autism with severe language
delay and who received focused instruction in mathematics, specifically division, over a 5-month
period for 52 sessions. The questions of this study are whether or not understanding about how
children best learn mathematics, specifically using the iceberg model and the CRA approach as
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framing tools for organizing and describing his development, can be applied when teaching an
autistic child with severe language delay, and if so, how might the instruction differ from that of
neurotypical students.
Background
Currently, I am an elementary mathematics methods instructor. For the past 8 years, as a
coach, teacher, and consultant, my passion has been to help teachers understand the mathematics
they teach and to make it accessible to ALL children. I have had the opportunity of putting what I
teach into practice in different contexts; however, the most privileged opportunity was while
raising my three children, one of whom is the subject of this study.
At the onset of this study, Joshua was a 9-year-old male who has had a diagnosis of autism
since the age of three. His language was, and still is, considered to be at a pre-sentence level in
that his spontaneous communication consisted of one- to four-word utterances, most of which
were not structured in complete sentences, although he used full sentences through echolalia, or
repetitive speech patterns. His language consisted mostly of nouns, interspersed with some verbs
and adjectives. He was able to answer what, where and who questions, but only if the questions
and answers included familiar vocabulary. Throughout the study, Joshua was reading on a first
grade level as measured by the Pearson’s Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) which was
higher than his own spontaneous language level. Reading has always preceded his speech and, in
fact, has supported it. He has difficulty making simple wants and needs known to others, which
causes him, and others, to become frustrated.
Joshua appears to have strong visual-spatial skills and, fortunately, his early exposure to
mathematics was through heavy use of ten frames and other representations to provide mental
structures, such as the hundred-chart, that supported understanding of quantity. This
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methodology was extended at home. I have been able to support Joshua’s teachers with making
mathematics more conceptual, mostly when it was evident that Joshua was being taught a
traditional algorithm that he clearly did not understand.
This study began during the summer following fourth grade. He understood multiplication
through skip counting, grouping, and arrays. He had automatic recall of all his multiplication
facts through the 12s. As a result, he actually knew his division facts as well, but he only figured
them out through the pattern of inverse operations and not through understanding. I was
uncertain how to approach the meaning of division and the introduction of an algorithm with
Joshua, especially with his language issues. Since division was an area that I would have to begin
“from scratch,” I decided that this would be an ideal process to record in detail and study.
Methods
I worked with Joshua over a 5-month period of time of approximately 30 minutes to one
hour for a total of 52 sessions in the area of mathematics. Twenty-nine of those sessions included
work on division. Generally three to four different skills were either being developed or
reinforced during each session, so sometimes as few as one, two, or three division problems were
posed in a day. Eleven of these sessions included video documentation. Notes and student work
were kept for all sessions. At the end of the 5-month period, the video footage and notes were
analyzed and recorded for the type of problems posed, numbers used, notes about what Joshua did
or said, ways the learning was scaffolded, questions asked, where the session fell on the iceberg
model and any other general thoughts about the session as a whole.
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Intervention
Concrete Representations and Informal Strategies
The first consideration that I had to make was how division problems were going to be
presented to Joshua. When providing instruction to students, I typically present a new concept in a
rich context, or story problem because language tends to permit more access to the problem.
However, from past experience I realized that the language would not permit Joshua to have
access to the mathematics of the problem. I decided that it would be necessary to treat Joshua as a
second language learner with a beginning level of spoken proficiency. Attaching language to
these problems, such as “shared by” and “in each group,” was going to be critical so that Joshua
was not only building his vocabulary, but using the words to solve word problems.
I decided to start with small numbers, 8 ÷ 2 and base ten blocks, to see how Joshua would
approach the problem. Since he used the cubes to show the answer (4) rather than show the
problem (2 groups of 4), I knew that he needed to understand what I meant by “showing.” Also,
there are two ways to model division: partitive (number in each group is unknown) and
measurement (number of groups is unknown). So another judgment I had to make early on was
that of using partitive division as a model, since it connected to his prior experience of fair
sharing. Ultimately I would want Joshua to connect his representation to the partial quotients
algorithm. Partial quotients is an alternative algorithm that preserves place value, and was one
that I was hoping Joshua would be able to derive and use procedurally.
Early on, I decided to add in an additional support of small index cards that proved to be
very helpful for the rest of his work around modeling division. He was able to mark the number
of groups, thereby using partitioning to figure out and represent how many in each group.
Initially, I had to show him what I wanted him to do with the cards. For example, for 20 divided
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by 5, I read “twenty” and showed that I had 20 cubes, then I read “divided by 5” and laid out 5
cards. I dealt the cubes one by one onto each card, and we saw that there were 4 cubes on each
card. This was more modeling than I like to do for children, but with Joshua, since
communication with words was so limited, I often needed to model a strategy.
By the third day, Joshua was able to model and solve with ease division problems using
basic facts; therefore, I was able to pose a problem that I knew he would not know the answer to,
26 ÷ 2. As soon as he saw it, he knew he did not know the answer and said, “Where is it?” and
“What happened?” referring to the answer that did not automatically appear in his head. At this
point he was definitely in a state of disequilibrium. This problem was no longer part of the basic
facts. He was getting frustrated, so I pointed to the card and asked him to lay out his groups.
Interestingly enough, he acted as if he did not even see the numeral two or remember that it would
tell him how many groups. It was as if his state of disequilibrium blinded him to the meaning of
what the problem was asking. He started laying out three, then four groups; when he reread the
problem he would just say, “26 ÷ 2 = where is it?” It was necessary to scaffold more for him by
going back and pointing to the numerals, such as 26, and telling him to count out that many cubes.
For the first time with division, Joshua had to use a model that he had developed some
understanding around as a tool to solve a problem for which he did not know the answer. He was
not told or shown how to solve the problem, but sometimes I would ask scaffolding questions
such as, “How many groups do you need?” to help distract Joshua from his frustrations and to
build his confidence.
Pictorial Representations and Pre-formal Strategies
To begin making connections with a pictorial representation, I would have Joshua draw
what he built after each step. For example, when he laid out his groups using his index cards, I
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would have him draw that many circles on his paper. Then, once after placing a ten rod onto each
card, he would be asked to draw what he did, putting a line in each circle to represent ten. He
would continue building and drawing until he was rid of all his cubes.
By the 14th session, Joshua started recording in numbers the quantities he was drawing in
his pictures using the partial quotients format. In partial quotients, the amount partitioned into
each group is recorded to the right, and the total that were partitioned is subtracted from the
original total. If there are enough left, they are then partitioned (see Figure 2). 	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Figure 2. Joshua first chose to partition 11 into each group, which was 66 altogether. From the original 84, he had
18 left. He put 3 more into each group and was left with zero.

As can be seen from the above figure, Joshua at this point was not quite thinking in tens
and ones, but just started randomly guessing a number with which he could start, such as 11 or 12.
Since the product was not an even ten, there was a higher chance for subtraction errors as his
subtraction with regrouping was not solid. When he partitioned his first amount and subtracted to
see what he had left, he would often get stuck. I found it necessary to rewrite the remaining
problem off to the side so he would recognize it as a familiar problem (see the 18 ÷ 6 in the
bottom right corner of Figure 2).
Eventually, Joshua began using only a partial drawing to solve his problem and was able
to do the remaining steps simply with the numbers (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Example of Joshua using the picture for the first step, 12 x 3 = 36, and completing the rest of the
problem numerically.

Over the next several sessions Joshua chose to use only numbers. Joshua appeared to be
weaning himself from the model and pictures too prematurely because he was confusing himself
with the numbers and trying to solve the entire problem mentally rather than think of the parts. I
added support to the problems by asking questions such as “How much do you want to start
with?” or “Do you want to try ten?” At this point he was trying to use the algorithm as a way to
solve the problems posed, but not in any sort of efficient way.
Just when it seemed that he was starting to favor tens and ones, Joshua began drawing
representations that made it seem as if he were losing the meaning of the model. When asked to
draw a model, for example 39 ÷ 3, he first put 3 in each group so that he had 30 left, but then
rather than putting 10 into each group, he tried to put 30 in each group and again confused
himself. For the next few days, we went back to building and drawing and made connections
between each of the representations, a temporary setback before moving forward.
By the 25th session, Joshua got to a point where he was consistently using tens and ones.
He was mostly dependent on the numbers and would occasionally draw a picture, usually to help
him solve only one portion of the problem.
Abstract Representations and Formal Strategies
Although fluent with drawing pictures to represent the division problems, pictures
appeared to become a nuisance because he dropped their use. For a few sessions, he still needed
minor scaffolding when he reached his last step. During this phase, Joshua fluctuated in the
amount of support he needed to work with the numbers. He no longer used a pictorial
representation and began choosing the maximum number of tens to partition first. For example,
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in 52 ÷ 2 Joshua chose to partition 20 in each group, which would total 40 and leave 12. By
session 28 and 29, Joshua no longer sought approval for each step and was more confident in
independently solving the problems. (For more detail, see notes and accompanying videos at
www.joshuasmathjourney.tk).
Mapping Learning on the Iceberg Model
As mentioned earlier, the iceberg model is a way of representing how children might
move from concrete to abstract strategies and representations. Figure 4 illustrates how Joshua
moved up the iceberg model throughout the 28 sessions. There was definite movement between
and within each of the three levels, which can be seen in the figure.
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and representations

Tip of the iceberg
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  /	
  Abstract	
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Figure 4. Joshua’s journey up the iceberg, from concrete to abstract strategies and representations.

Figure 5 shows the phases of the iceberg model as a cycle, since the learning outcomes are
used to develop new conceptual understanding. The connections between the levels of
abstraction are delineated, now yielding 5 levels: concrete, concrete/pictorial, pictorial,
pictorial/abstract, and abstract. I further subdivided the pictorial/abstract representation into two
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stages, one representing Joshua’s use of pictures to connect to a numerical representation and one
representing using pictures to support his numerical calculations as his primary tool.
The diagram below clearly shows that Joshua spent 9 sessions working with concrete
models before making connections to a pictorial representation. He spent 5 more sessions using
concrete objects and drawing pictures before he began connecting the pictures to written numbers.
He then spent approximately 40% of the 29 sessions working with both pictures and numbers
before he was able to solve problems using an abstract-only strategy. During the first two of
these last four sessions, Joshua needed significant support; during the last two sessions, Joshua
was able to solve problems independently. Joshua did not spend much time solving problems
pictorially. He either developed a pictorial representation through his use of concrete tools or he
used the picture to connect to the numbers, initially through heavy guidance and modeling.

	
  
Figure 5. Mapping out the 29 sessions, specifically by the representations Joshua was using as a way to
solve the problems.

While Joshua was working at the pictorial/abstract level, there was a period of regression
where he seemed to wean himself prematurely from the pictures and lost meaning of the numbers.
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Four sessions, 21-24, were dedicated to strengthening the connections between the pictorial and
numerical representations before Joshua was able to again use numbers as his primary tool. It can
be seen in Figure 5 above that in session 24 Joshua was connecting the pictorial with numerical
representations and, by the end of the session, he was using pictures to support calculations.

Implications
This study raises several interesting questions that could be the foci of future research.
First, it would be necessary to do similar studies with children of varying types of learning
disabilities to see how the iceberg model could be applied more generally to children with special
needs.
Another question that is raised is that of how much of the iceberg do students need to
develop for them to maintain achievement without regressing. I noticed that in the area of
fractions, which we worked on during this period of study, Joshua did not have as much time to
develop concepts before the sessions ceased. While conducting follow-up assessments, I found
that some of the understanding that he gained with fractions up to that point was not maintained,
and the concepts needed to be revisited.
Conclusion
It is the position of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics’ (NCTM) that
“excellence in mathematics education rests on equity -- high expectations, respect, understanding,
and strong support for all students” (NCTM, 2012). Understandably, a common complaint by
teachers in both general and special education is that teaching through developing conceptual
understanding as a basis for learning algorithms and procedures takes too long. However, when
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teachers fail to attend to the developmental needs of the children, what they find themselves doing
at the end of a chapter or unit is a lot of reteaching because the students did not really “get it.”
Children with an IEP tend to have approximately four mathematical goals, which are
typically very disjointed. These goals oftentimes are the only ones that are worked on during their
individual or small group instruction time. Teachers or paraprofessionals who do not understand
the underlying concepts needed before students are able to master a particular skill may be
promoting in children a very procedural view of mathematics. This view is represented in teacher
language such as, “I don’t care if they understand it; I just want them to be able to do it.” Such a
view is obviously counterproductive because it does not attend to the ways children develop
understanding. For example, it is difficult to imagine any circumstance in which a child should
spend 3 years on subtracting with regrouping. When students do not truly understand what
subtraction is, they often have difficulty remembering the steps of procedures, as there is no true
meaning attached to them.
Another issue is that special education teachers are often either intentionally or
inadvertently neglected when schools and districts engage in focused efforts toward mathematics
reform. Many of these same teachers did not receive mathematics content or methods classes in
their college preparatory programs. This dearth of preparation results in these well-meaning
teachers reverting to the way they were taught and then adding some general differentiation
techniques that might be needed for students with special needs.
I have heard it said that special education teachers are “master differentiators,” to which
there is no argument; however, how can they effectively differentiate when they do not have a
true understanding of the mathematics content they are trying to teach? If teachers do not know
the various ways to represent division and how to connect those ways, they cannot guide students
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toward making those connections. Teachers need to have equal access to best practices for
teaching in each of the content areas so they can appropriately modify the curriculum to meet the
needs of their students.
Recently, a young special educator commented to me that when working with children
with special needs it is necessary to break the skills up into tiny little pieces. Each of these pieces
are taught, one building upon the other. I argue that what special educators are really breaking up
is the tip of the iceberg, the formal notations used in the abstract and symbolic representations of
problems. I propose that what we really need to be breaking up is the journey from conceptual
understanding to abstract reasoning (see Figure 6 below).

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  

Figure 6. Using the iceberg model to illustrate that traditionally, special educators break up the teaching of the
formal notations, or abstract strategies and representations, rather than the journey from conceptual understanding to
abstract reasoning.

The educational community needs to examine its beliefs. The two beliefs about
mathematics that are good to live by can be borrowed from a colleague, Ivan Alba, who stated that
math makes sense, and everyone WILL be good in math (personal communication, April 21, 2010).
“everyone” means ALL students, not just the high achievers, the ones who are easiest to teach, or
the ones we think have the genetic disposition toward mathematics. As teachers, we cannot accept
the parents’ excuse that they did poorly in math when they were young, nor should we allow our
own fears and dislikes about math to radiate to our students. Although Joshua needed more time to
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learn the division process than did his general education peers, his progress, when mapped on the
iceberg model, indicated that his learning process and developmental milestones still mirrored
theirs. We need to adopt the motto that everyone will be good in math no matter what, and teach
like we believe it.
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